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ABSTRACT
Immersive virtual worlds are increasingly being used for education,
training, and entertainment, and virtual humans that can inter-
act with human users in these worlds play many important roles.
Understating the emotional constructs of the user and generating
multimodal forms of communications that are aligned with the
user’s needs and input is key to designing AI agents. Most virtual
agents and communicative systems lack the ability to understand
enthusiasm or generate multimodal enthusiastic communicative
presentations. In this work, we argue for the importance of in-
cluding enthusiasm in the design of human–AI collaboration and
communication and review the existing datasets and models that
can be used to bridge the gap in this area.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI).
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1 OVERVIEW
We have recently observed a growing interest in the development of
embodied agents that can understand user’s emotional constructs.
The fluent exchange of information and the display of cognitive and
emotional states is essential for establishing and maintaining en-
gagement. Studies have suggested that the six basic emotions [14]
cannot best represent the emotional constructs that AI agents need
to work with. Conversational expressions are more fine-grained and
diverse. Examples of such expressions include clueless, annoyed,
and interested [6, 7, 9]. In this work, we want to call attention to
enthusiasm as a conversational expression. Enthusiasm is one of
the most desired traits in employees, co-workers, mentors, leaders,
and teachers [2, 5, 10, 27, 31, 39]. Enthusiastic people are not only
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motivated and excited about a topic, they can also spark this excite-
ment in their listeners and even move their audience to action [12].
Given that the ability to speak enthusiastically provides a clear
advantage in human interactions when the goal is to engage the
interlocutor emotionally, we shall also aim to transfer it to virtual
agents.

Although enthusiasm has been studied extensively in psychol-
ogy, showing that students clearly benefit from enthusiastic teach-
ers [5, 44] as well as companies do with enthusiastic leaders [23, 34],
it is still unclear what exactly makes a person to be perceived as
enthusiastic [19]. Most of the work on detecting enthusiasm au-
tomatically is based on using written human-to-human conver-
sational dialogues [17, 38]. Limited work on enthusiastic virtual
agents and robots exist. Liew et al. showed that virtual agents with
enthusiastic voices improve learning outcomes in students [24–26],
however, they used prerecorded voices from actors. Despite the
limited work on detecting and generating enthusiastic behavior, the
recent release of the first multimodal dataset on enthusiasm, called
Entheos [40], is not only a chance to gain more understanding on
enthusiasm, but also to create enthusiastic virtual agents.

In the following we will describe the opportunities for enthusias-
tic virtual agents as well as the challenges that need to be addressed
in order to have an engaging conversation between humans and
virtual agents. We will also present some preliminary analysis on
the Entheos dataset1 and discuss how explainable AI techniques
such as SHAP [28] can be used to understand which features are
important for enthusiasm classification.

2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENTHUSIASTIC
VIRTUAL AGENTS

Although several applications of virtual agents could benefit from
understanding and generating enthusiastic behavior, we will focus
on three specific use cases: a) teaching, b) coaching, and c) sales.
All three applications are not purely conversational, but focus on
delivering a message in an engaging way, which we believe is a
feasible first step to improving existing virtual agents.

Teaching: Enthusiasm has shown to improve students’ perfor-
mance not only with human teachers [5, 19, 20, 44] but also with vir-
tual teachers using prerecorded enthusiastic voices [24, 26]. Given
the increasing importance of pedagogical agents and robot teachers
to overcome the global shortage of teachers [29], it is essential to
automatically generate enthusiastic behavior during teaching to
ensure students’ performance and their engagement.

Coaching: Several virtual coaches have been designed to pro-
mote healthier behaviors targeting for ex. elderly people [11] or
patients recovering from spinal cord injuries [36]. Virtual coaches

1https://github.com/clviegas/Entheos-Dataset
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have also been successfully used in virtual reality, providing feed-
back on elevator pitches [45]. Although the mentioned coaches
have shown to be useful for users, we believe that introducing en-
thusiastic behavior can improve the users’ experience and their
outcomes, given its particular ability to move listeners to action.

Sales: Virtual sales agents are gaining more interest as they are
easily scalable with the needs of online sales. Virtual agents able to
give recommendations and negotiate have been tested for online
sales [18] as well as in combination with robots that give customers
their purchases in stores [30]. Combining non-verbal cues with
appealing arguments can improve the persuasiveness of virtual
sales agents.

3 CHALLENGES
Do all humans express enthusiasm in a similar way or are there cul-
tural or even gender differences? Understanding how enthusiasm is
expressed through facial expressions, voice, and linguistic content
may vary depending on the user’s age, gender and culture. The use
of explainable AI techniques can help us better understand which
features help models make better predictions in a diverse dataset [1].
Weber et al. used GradCam and layerwise relevance propagation to
analyze image regions that make speakers be perceived as persua-
sive [42]. Reverse engineering enthusiasm as Chen et al. have done
for other conversational expressions [8] is another method that
can help obtain a better understanding of this culturally grounded
emotional behaviour.

Once enthusiastic behavior is detected in users, virtual agents
should respond likewise with excitement and interest in learn-
ing more about the topic that fascinates the user. Mirroring and
building rapport through social dialogue has improved the users
experience [15, 16, 32, 41]. Rapport has been shown to create inter-
personal responsiveness and influence between two people which
is beneficial in the relationship of customers and employees or
teachers and students[16]. The same is true for the relationship
of humans and virtual agents. Generating multimodal enthusias-
tic behaviours can be explored through the new computational
data-driven models that have been used for generating emotional
presentations. Several architectures have been developed recently
for facial reenactment such as Head2Head which are able to transfer
facial expressions, gaze, and pose from a source actor to a target
in a photo-realistic manner [21]. Style transfer methods have also
been used to generate voices with different emotions, maintaining
content [33, 46]. Rule-based methods can be used to implement
simple findings of enthusiastic behavior, such as pitch variation or
facial expressions [37].

4 ENTHEOS DATASET
Entheos is the first multimodal dataset for studying enthusiastic
behaviors [40]. The dataset is composed of 1126 samples extracted
from 113 different TED talks and is annotated as monotonous,
normal, or enthusiastic speech (each with 123, 848, and 155 samples).
Viegas et al. evaluated different labels and temporal granularity
in a preliminary study [40] to describe enthusiastic speech, such
as using the Public Speaking Competence Rubric [35] and vocal
attributes on a sentence-level and entire talk. However, the highest
inter-rater agreement for three annotators was obtainedwhen using

monotonous, normal, and enthusiastic labels on a sentence-level
(Fleiss’ kappa [22] = 0.82).

5 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF
ENTHUSIASTIC HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

We trained a Random Forest classifier using EGEMAPS features [13,
43] which contain 88 acoustic parameters that capture affective
physiological changes in voice production. Our model performed
with an F1-score of 77% using an 80/20 train-test split.

To better understand which features are important in the deci-
sion making of the model we performed SHAP analysis [28]. The
features with the highest SHAP values (highest impact on the model
output) were different statistical measures of pitch and loudness.We
performed further analysis using a one-way ANOVA to determine
if pitch (F0) and loudness are independent from the enthusiasm
level. Both p-values are <0.05, meaning that the enthusiasm labels
depend on the acoustic features. In Fig. 1 (left) we can see that mo-
notonous samples have a lower mean F0 than enthusiastic samples
and that (right) monotonous samples have lower mean loudness
than enthusiasm. These observations agree with the intuition that
enthusiastic speakers speak louder and increase their pitch. Using
these outcomes, it is possible to generate handcrafted voices with
these characteristics [3].

We also performed two separate one-way ANOVAs on the Fa-
cial Action Units (AUs) detected with OpenFace [4] to evaluate
the dependence of the mean and standard deviation of AUs with
our labels. The AUs with p-value<0.05 are AU12 (lip corner puller),
AU15 (lip corner depressor), AU17 (chin raiser), and AU26 (jaw
drop). Analyzing the label distributions we observe that monoto-
nous samples have more often low intensities for AU26 and very
low standard deviation for AU12, compared to enthusiastic samples.
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Figure 1: Label distribution for mean pitch (F0) and mean
loudness. Left: enthusiastic samples have a higher mean F0
thanmonotonous samples. Right:monotonous speech tends
to have lower mean loudness than enthusiastic speech.

6 CONCLUSION
Designing AI agents that can respond properly to more fine-grained
emotional constructs can improve the quality of the interaction and
increase the chances that the agent can achieve a common ground
with the user in a more effective and human-like manner. We hope
that the presented multimodal dataset Entheos will make future
research on understanding and generating enthusiasm possible.
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